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Abstract 
 
We propose a new mesh simplification scheme, which is controlled by the discrete cur-
vature error metric. This error metric is derived from defining discrete curvatures of 
triangle meshes. The simplified mesh using our algorithm has small change of discrete 
curvature from original model. Existing simplification algorithms use distances as their 
approximations of local curvature, but we suggest the explicit computation of local cur-
vature on 3D triangular meshes by geometric reasoning. Our new error metric is based 
on this discrete curvature, so the simplification method based on this error metric keeps 
original curved shapes well. Also, it is used as a global error metric since it represents 
the biggest error between an original and a simplified model.  

 
 

 
 

1. Introduction 
With advent of range scanning systems, extremely com-
plex meshes are rapidly becoming commonplace in com-
puter graphics and geometric modeling. Such meshes are 
notoriously expensive to store, transmit and render. Mesh 
simplification can deal with these problems. It is the act of 
transforming a 3D polygonal model into simpler version. 
It reduces the number of polygons needed to represent a 
model while trying to retain a good approximation to the 
original shape and appearance. The data of reconstructed 
models using range-scanning systems can be compressed, 
simplified, or represented as LOD (level of detail). LOD 
can be built easily by simplifications with different error 
metrics. Such a simple framework is a straightforward 
generation of the LOD. It is simple and fast, but requires 

additional storage to store every different version. A more 
advanced LOD representation is called the multiresolution 
mesh. It consists of a base mesh and detail coefficients. 
Any resolution of mesh can be recovered by oversampling 
the base mesh with detail coefficients. Since arbitrary 
mesh doesn’t have subdivision connectivity, it must be 
converted into a piecewise-regular mesh by the remeshing 
process. The multiresolution technique for arbitrary mesh 
based on the subdivision and the wavelet technique is also 
presented [3]. 

Though curvature expresses characteristics of polyhe-
dral surfaces well, it is difficult to be used as a simplifica-
tion criterion or adapted to other applications since it is 
not easy to be estimated accurately on polygonal surfaces. 
Many simplification algorithms use geometric distances to 
approximate local curvature [5,11]. But the discrete 
curvature is useful to enhance the shape description of a 



vature is useful to enhance the shape description of a tri-
angular surface and computed by the geometric reasoning 
[4] of a mesh. It is a good criterion of simplification that 
preserves the shape of an original model well after simpli-
fication. 

The error metric is the difference between two polygo-
nal models. Two models that have small error metric are 
very similar to each other. The error metric is usually de-
fined as the distance between an original and a simplified 
model [5]. Some error metrics combine other attributes – 
color, normal, and texture coordinator – but these methods 
are too complex to be represented altogether [8]. The er-
ror metrics can be classified into four classes by the 
method of estimating error between an original and a sim-
plified model - global or local, and geometry only or ge-
ometry with attributes. Local error metrics estimate error 
using local geometry information. Most decimation meth-
ods use this metric [10,11]. Global error metrics define 
error bounds that apply globally. Simplification envelopes 
[2] define two offset surfaces from given model, and sam-
ple triangles that exist between them. Superfaces [9] also 
use global error metrics. Many simplification methods use 
geometric information for their error metrics. QEM [5] 
uses Euclidean distance between a face and a point as 
error metric. Error metrics of geometric optimization [7], 
mesh reduction with error control [10], and data reduction 
scheme [6] also include this kind of error metrics. Some 
error metrics combine attributes and geometric informa-
tion together. New QEM [8] combines geometric coordi-
nators and attribute coordinators, and estimates error es-
timates in 3R space. 

Approximated curvature has been used as simplification 
criteria. In retiling [12], curvature approximates the radius 
of the largest sphere that is placed on the more curved side 
of the surface. In data reduction scheme [6], the absolute 
curvature is used, which is the absolute value of principal 
curvature. In static polyhedron simplification [13], the 
Gaussian curvature is also used and error zone is defined 
with a sphere as error bound at each vertex. Like above, 
although curvature is useful for describing characteristics 
of polygonal model, it is not usually used in simplification 
because of the difficulty to compute and estimate. 

This paper proposes using the discrete curvature as an 
error metric to simplify a mesh. To estimate actual curva-
ture (not discrete curvature) of some region on a mesh, we 
need smooth surface that interpolates such area. But by 

the geometric reasoning [4], we can approximate curva-
tures on a discrete mesh reasonably, and the difficulty of 
computation is relieved. The discrete curvature character-
izes surface using geometric attributes such as edges and 
triangles, so it can describe the surface shape well. Mesh 
simplification with the discrete curvature error metric is 
useful to preserve the overall shape of the original surface 
in this manner. 

 
1.1 Our Contributions 

(1) We propose a new simplification criterion based on 
discrete curvature that is formally defined. It repre-
sents surface shape well and is easy to compute with 
geometric attributes. 

(2) The discrete curvature error metric is a new error 
metric that measures local curvature, so mesh simpli-
fication using it is controlled efficiently. Also it is 
used as a global error metric. 

 

 

Fig. 1. A vertex v  and the related variables for this 
local configuration (left). The blending cylinder 
along ie�  between triangles 1−it  and it , seen 
from the side (right). 

 

2. Discrete Curvature Error Metric 
From a theoretical point of view triangle meshes do not 
have any curvature at all, since all faces are flat and the 
curvature is not properly defined along edges and at verti-
ces because the surface is not C2-differentiable there. But 
thinking of a triangle mesh as a piecewise linear approxi-
mation of an unknown smooth surface one can try to esti-
mate the curvatures of that unknown surface using only 
the information that is given by the triangle mesh itself. 
We are particularly interested in computing the Gaussian 
curvature K and the absolute mean curvature H  at the 
vertices of the triangle mesh, since we base the cost func-
tion to be minimized in the mesh simplification process on 



the these values. But let us first fix the notation before 
explaining how to derive K  and H  from the given data. 
 
Notation. A triangle mesh M  consists of a set of vertices 

{ } 3R⊂= iivV , which are connected by a set of edges 
( ){ }

jjjj vveE
21

,==  and a set of triangles 
( ){ }

kkkkk vvvtT
321

,,∆== . Let Vv ∈  be a vertex of a tri-
angle mesh M and let nvv ,,1 �  be the ordered neighbor-
ing vertices of v (cf. Fig 1). We define the edges 

vve ii −=
�  and the angle between two successive edges 

( )1, +∠= iii ee ��α . The triangle between ie�  and 1+ie�  is 
named ( )1,, +∆= iii vvvt , the corresponding face normal 
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. The dihedral angle at an edge 
ie�  is the angle between the normals of the adjacent trian-

gles, ( )iii nn ��

,1−∠=β . Note that in these definitions we 
identify the index 0 and n and the index n+1 with 1. 

 
Now we can define the integral Gaussian curvature 

vKK =  and the integral absolute mean curvature 

vHH =  with respect to the area vSS =  attributed to v  
by 
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To derive the curvatures at the vertex v  from these in-
tegral values we assume the curvatures to be uniformly 
distributed around the vertex and simply normalize by the 
area: 

S
KK =  and 

S

H
H = . 

Of course these are different ways of defining the area 

vS  attributed to a vertex v , which result in different cur-
vature values. We restrict ourselves to those methods for 
which the areas around all vertices sum up to the area of 
the triangle mesh M , i.e., MSVv v =∑ ∈ , since this en-
ables us to write an integral over M  as the sum of inte-
grals over the single area patches, e.g. ∑ ∫=∫ ∈Vv SM v

KK .  
Besides the Gaussian and the absolute mean curvature, 

we are also interested in the sum of absolute principal 
curvatures 1κ  and 2κ . From the relations 21κκ=K  
and ( ) 221 κκ +=H  we get KHH −±= 2

2,1κ . 
Moreover, we can get the sum of the absolute principal 
curvatures without knowing H  but only H : 
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Note that 21 κκ +  is always a real number, even if 
KHH <= 22 , which corresponds to complex principal 

curvature values. Of course, this cannot happen for 
smooth surfaces, but since we are dealing with discrete 
curvatures it can occur for some vertices. 

Now we can define the discrete curvature error metric, 
which measures a certain difference of discrete curvature 
between an original and a simplified mesh. 

 
Definition. The discrete curvature error metric ε  is the 
maximum among changes of discrete curvatures of 
neighbor vertices of a vertex after removing it: 

{ }
nn vvvvvv WWWWWW ′−′−′−= ,,,max

2211
�ε . 

ivW  is the discrete curvature of a vertex 1v  on an original 
surface, 

ivW ′  is the discrete curvature after removing a 
vertex, and a vertex nivi ,,1  , �=  is neighbor of a re-
moved vertex. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Removal of a vertex (left), the computation of 

its error metric involves only the discrete cur-
vatures at 1-neighborhood vertices. After re-
moving the vertex (right), 1-neighborhood ver-
tices (black dots) have to be updated. 

 

3. Simplification Algorithm 

The usual approach in mesh simplification is to remove 
the vertices that are close to an original surface. However, 
the concept of closeness to an original surface is derived 
from small local curvature at a vertex. While distance as 
the approximation of local curvature is used in many sim-
plification algorithms, only explicit curvature uses rarely 
as the criterion of mesh simplification.  

The Gaussian, the absolute mean, and the sum of abso-
lute principal curvatures are used as simplification crite-
rion. Choosing one of these discrete curvatures as a 
simplification criterion and starting with an original 
triangle mesh M , we perform simplification algorithm 
that minimizes the change of discrete curvature between 
an original and a simplified mesh. The key ingredients of 



and a simplified mesh. The key ingredients of this algo-
rithm are the calculation of an error metric iε  as well as 
the discrete curvature for each vertex iv  and the use of a 
priority queue P . The error metric is the maximum 
change value among the discrete curvatures of a vertex’s 
neighbor vertices after removing it. The priority queue P  
is a permutation on the set of integers { }V#,,1l , such 
that ( ) ( )jPiP εε ≤  for all Vji #1 ≤≤≤ . The main advan-
tage of using such a priority queue is that ( )1P  is always 
the index of the edge with the smallest discrete curvature 
and testing ε>)1(P , ε  is user-given error metric value 
from a user, tells whether vertices will be further removed 
or not. When a vertex removal actually carried out, the 
discrete curvatures of the vertices in 1-neighborhood of 
this vertex change (cf. Fig. 2) and the priority queue has to 
be updated. The 1-neighborhood ( )IN  of a set of indices 

{ }VI #,,1 l⊂  is defined by 
( ) { }evvEeIjiIN ji  of  verticesare  and : and : ∈∈∃= . 

With these definitions, simplification algorithm can be 
started in the following way. 

 
The simplification algorithm 

 error_metric( i ) 
     for ( )iNj ∈  do 

j∆ := abs( afterbefpre WW − ) 
 return( ( )j∆max ) 

 initialization 
     for Vi #,,1 �=  do 
           iε := error_metric( i ) 
     set_up( P ) 

 simplification 
while ( ) εε ≤1P  do 
       remove( ( )1Sv ) 
       for ( )( )1PNi ∈  do 
              iε := error_metric(i) 
               update( P ) 

Actually, the discrete curvature error metric depends on 
how to retriangulate a hole that is made by removing a 
vertex. Because the discrete curvature at a vertex is com-
puted with geometric attributes such as adjacent edges’ 
lengths, dihedral angles, and adjacent triangles’ areas. In 
order to find global minimum in local place, we must 
check all cases of retriangulation. There are 2 cases for a 
quadrangle hole, 5 for a pentagon, 14 for a hexagon, 42 
for a heptagon, 132 for a octagon, 429 for a nonagon, 

1430 for a decagon, 4862 for a hendecagon, and so on. 
But we prefer to find local minima because of its small 
computation quantity.  

 

4. Results 
We have implemented our algorithm described on this 
paper on a R4400 Silicon Graphics Indigo2, and tested it 
with the various data sets (Fig. 3). Right side of the output 
window shows a simplified model for each model. 

In order to measure surface deviation we have chose to 
use the Metro geometric comparison tool [1]. Metro ac-
cepts an original and a simplified model, and computes 
the maximum and mean geometric errors of the simplified 
model with respect to the original. This is done by point 
sampling the simplified model uniformly, using Phong 
interpolation to estimate the surface normal at each sam-
ple, and intersecting the line defined by the point sample 
and its normal with the original model. Both the maximum 
and mean distance between the point samples and their 
corresponding intersections with the original are recorded. 
Table 1 lists them. 
 

Table 1. Geometric errors measured by Metro [1] 

Model 
Mean  

geometric 
error 

Maximum 
geometric 

error 

Mean square 
error 

Bunny 0.0006893 0.003805 0.0009097 
Ceramic 0.03825 0.0815 0.04934 
Fan disk 0.01023 0.1202 0.0209 
Spock 1.2157 6.9982 1.6372 

 
The error also is visualized by coloring an original with 

respect to the evaluated approximation error by Metro. 
For each vertex the error is computed and a color is as-
signed proportional to it. The faces are then colored by 
interpolating vertex colors. A histogram reporting the er-
ror distribution is also visualized on the left of the Metro 
output window. 

In Fig. 3 simplification algorithm using discrete curva-
ture error metric produces very fidelity simplified mesh. 
Meaning a dark and a light colors small and large geomet-
ric errors respectively, most simplified models have a dark 
color and a histogram shows many vertices that have small 
error are distributed. The spock’s head model (32,768 
faces, Fig. 3. (d)) is significantly simplified to 0.93% (306 



faces), the bunny model (69,451 faces, Fig. 3. (a)) 1.23% 
(855 faces), the fan disk model (12,946 faces, Fig. 3. (b)) 
1.99% (258 faces), and the ceramic model (11,495 faces, 
Fig. 3. (c)) 2.44% (281 faces). 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 
Our algorithm simplifies a polygonal model with discrete 
curvature error metric. This error metric is derived from 
defining discrete curvatures of triangle meshes. Curvature 
of a surface is not difficult to approximate any more. The 
discrete curvature is useful for describing the surface 
shape since it shows the surface’s properties more accu-
rately compared to other simplifications’ criteria such as 
the distance. Because it represents several different sur-
face properties that can be ignored in other simplification 
methods such as convex, concave, plane, and saddle re-
gions. Therefore discrete curvature error metric can sim-
plify a polygonal model increasing the accuracy of simpli-
fication, and the simplified model has small change of 
discrete curvature from original model. So it keeps origi-
nal curved shapes well, and our error metric is a global 
error metric since it represents the biggest error between 
an original and a simplified model. 

In future work, we need to find global minimum during 
retriangulation. Discrete curvature error metric strongly 
depends on retriangulation. But we can’t guarantee our 
current retriangulation method global minimum. Also, we 
need to approximate curvatures of vertices accurately in 
non-differentiable region such as feature vertices. At some 
vertices because the square of mean curvature is smaller 
than Gaussian curvature, principal curvature becomes 
complex number. But principal curvature is always real 
number. 
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